
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The question of ‘What is cohesion?’ has hopefully been answered to some degree. 

Cohesion is something which is built up over time. Below is a video, which does a 

brilliant job of explaining cohesion and how cohesive devices can be used:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JEAB6gmfhU 

 

Where the video mentions transitional phrases it is what we would call a linking adverb 

and these are the pink Rainbow Grammar cards. 

 

Wowzers! There are only two weeks left of the school year. It has been a very strange 

year (well hopefully not too strange prior to school closures?!), but I would just like to 

say well done to you all for how well you have adapted to so many changes over the 

past few months.  

 

Your teacher next year is Mrs. Smith and she cannot wait to get to know you all as 

individuals. In order to smoothen transition, this week’s main writing task requires you 

to write a letter to her, that introduces you properly as a year 5 child moving into year 6. 

You may wish to tell her a little about yourself, what you are looking forward to next 

year, any doubts or questions that you may have and possibly some interesting facts 

about you as people enjoy reading those. Surprise her by emailing what you have 

written or what you have typed to year6@st.margaretclitherow. She will definitely read 

them before the start of next academic year and it will be useful for both teacher and 

pupil.  

I had the benefit of knowing most of you already from last year. However, on reflection, 

having a deeper knowledge of the things which motivate and inspire you would have 

been beneficial. Please send any completed work to me as well please as I am still your 

class teacher after all! I am going to be writing a similar letter to this year’s year 4 class 

and this week’s handwriting task is to copy the first paragraph of this letter. Somebody 

will have not read the previous instruction clearly, so I will reiterate that you are only 

required to copy the first paragraph unless you have a burning desire to copy more? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JEAB6gmfhU
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.sparklebox.co.uk/previews/10226-10250/sb10229-writing-banners.html&psig=AOvVaw2sSJWt-YRprblB7Q3NsfTm&ust=1587070877001000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPjk7vKp6-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


 
 

Dear year 4 children, 

 

First of all, I hope that you are doing well and looking forward to the 

summer months? Believe it or not, teachers talk to each other 

regularly; Mrs. Hunka has been full of compliments about you as a class. 

There are two main purposes of this letter: to formally introduce 

myself and to ease any fears that you may have about entering year 5.   

 

My name is Mr. Nevers, which I’m sure that you knew already! I have 

been working in education for quite a while now but am not ready to 

reveal my age. Going in to my fourth year at St. Margaret Clitherow, I 

am certain that next year will be just as rewarding as every other year 

spent at this great school. Contrary to the belief of some, there hasn’t 

been a favourite year or class here: all classes that I have worked with 

to date have been equally great in their own unique way. There may be 

multiple questions that you have and would like answered? Please ask 

me at any time. I don’t bite unless you ask my age! 

 

Speaking of biting, you might have heard rumours about me being 

strict? If this is the case, I would like to strongly argue these claims! 

It would be fair to suggest that there are a few non-negotiable rules 

that I’d expect all children to follow. These expectations are there to 

ensure that we are all working in unison to provide the most 

harmonious, positive and productive classroom environment that we can. 

Don’t worry though, as in the first week, you will have the opportunity 

to list your (realistic) expectations of a teacher. As a result, I will try 

to teach in a way that motivates you. Be warned though, if Arsenal have 

lost over the weekend, tread with caution as bad moods lasting 

between 24 and 72 hours have been known!  

 



 
 

In this section, it would be fun (for me) to scare you with the 100 

statutory spellings that have to be learnt by the end of year 6; explain 

some of the new driver words in R.E. or talk fractions, fractions and 

more fractions. In all honesty though, year 5 isn’t that much different 

than what you have experienced in year 4. Granted, the tables are a 

little taller - as will you be after the summer holidays, but exactly the 

same subjects that you all love are taught. If you are unsure, I am 

confident that by asking any of the current year 5 cohort, any fears 

would diminish. I’d guess most if honest will say at least ‘year 5 wasn’t 

as bad as I thought it would be’. More likely however, most will echo 

what I’ve suggested in this paragraph – it’s not that different.  

 

Wishing you all a relaxing summer holiday and I am looking forward to 

working with you all properly. This year’s year 5 cohort are a tough act 

to follow, but I am sure you will adapt to moving into Upper Key Stage 

2 as well as they managed to. 

 

Mr. Nevers (year 5 teacher) 

 

 

Year 5 children, this is an example of how to write a letter to introduce yourself. Your 

audience and tone will differ though. Without telling you what to write, a new teacher may 

want to know some the following about new pupils: 

 Who are you 

 Do you have any interesting facts about yourself? 

 Out of school what do you like doing? 

 What is it that you are looking forward to next year? 

 Is there anything that you are worried about? 

 

I’d aim for 2 or 3 cohesive paragraphs. Remember to group similar ideas or themes in the 

same paragraph. I’m sure Mrs. Smith would be very impressed if you could throw some year 

5 SPAG in there for good measure. The rainbow grammar cues can be found a few pages 

down.  



 
 

For the benefit of children coming into school next week, this insight into next 

week’s timetable should help to prevent possible difficulties in deciding which 

work to do on given days. For the children that I will not see at school, I will 

ring all of you (well your parents) at some stage next week. It is your final week 

as a year 5 as the following week will be a one-day transition into year 6. There 

is still plenty of work to do, but there is some time set aside for more creative 

activities. Fun is allowed! Do not be worried about the tests. They are there to 

help me. Not to worry you. 

 

Hopefully, you have copied this out in your neatest handwriting on Wednesday 

the 8th of August (A typo, which is on purpose). 

 

Next week’s school timetable. 

 

 1st task 2nd task 3rd task 4th task 5th task 6th task 
Monday SODA 

writing 
activity 1 

Reading 
assessment 

Maths 
Blast day 
1 

Maths 
assessment: 
PUMA or 
White Rose. 

Animal face symmetry. 
Board games. 

Tuesday SODA 
writing 
activity 2 

D.O.A.W.K. 
film or 
other 
movie. 

Fitness 
plus 
jumping. 

Maths blast 
day 2 
R.E. 
reflection. 

D.O.A.W.K. film or other 
movie. 

Wednesday There are no year 5 children in school on a Wednesday. I would suggest the 
following activities to be attempted in no particular order:  animal face 
symmetry, Pobble 365 activity, maths blast, R.E. reflection. 
  

Thursday SODA 
writing 
activity 3 

Reading 
assessment 

Maths 
Blast day 
1 

Maths 
assessment: 
PUMA or 
White Rose. 

Animal face symmetry. 
Board games. 

Friday SODA 
writing 
activity 4 

D.O.A.W.K. 
film or 
other 
movie. 

Fitness 
plus 
jumping. 

Maths blast 
day 2 
R.E. 
reflection. 

D.O.A.W.K. 
film or 
other 
movie. 

SODA writing 
activity 2 



 
 

English task: To write at least one paragraph about the lady below. A 

paragraph is group of sentences following one after another, which 

are based around the same or a similar theme. Your paragraph should 

be cohesive. You have a choice of text types that you could write 

your paragraph(s) in and will find possible options below the image: 

  

Who is this woman? 

What do her clothes tell you about her? 

What is she doing? 

What are the lights? 

Have you ever seen anything like this? Is this real or fantasy? 

Why is she doing this? Why at night time? 

Is anyone else with her? 

“At the close of each day she spun the night sky.” 



 
 

Now what do you know about her? 

What is her job? 

Does she have to spin the night sky? Who told her to do it? How long 

has she been doing it? What happens if she doesn’t spin the night 

sky? What happens at sunrise? 

 

 Write a short story about a time she doesn’t spin the night 

sky. Will it have a positive resolution or not? Why? 

 Write a character description for the lady. 

 Advertise a magic show involving the lady as one of the acts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An adverbial clause adds an additional idea to a sentence. This idea adds more information about the 

verb in the main clause. An adverbial clause can be moved around in a sentence and begins with a 

subordinating conjunction (e.g. because, although, if, while, when, as, once). 

Predicate card – this part of the sentence gives more information about the subject and will be a clause. 

It is a clause because a predicate will contain a verb. 

 

Stop – this is where the sentence ends and this is marked with one of three punctuation points. 

?    !    , 

Non-finite clauses: a non-finite clause adds an additional idea to a sentence. This second idea adds more 

information about the subject in the main clause. It begins with an -ed (terrified) or  -ing (waking) verb. It 

can be moved in a sentence. A non-finite verb doesn’t clearly indicate tense, duration or size. 

 

A relative clause describes the noun or noun phrase that precedes it. It begins with a relative pronoun 

(that, where, which, who, whose), which is sometimes omitted. A relative clause cannot start a sentence. 

Subject card – what is the main topic of your sentence? 

This can be one word or a phrase. It shouldn’t be a clause though. 

A linking adverb (e.g. therefore, however, meanwhile, next, then, nonetheless) links a sentence to the 

one that came before. It is a cohesive device. 

Sometimes part of a predicate may give information about how, when or where to form an adverb 

(one word) or adverbial phrase (more than one word). These adverbials can be moved to the front 

of the clause to become fronted adverbials 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pobble365.com contains daily writing and reading tasks, which are inspired by 

a writing stimulus. If you ever wanted to do additional writing, this website is 

highly recommended. In addition, it is possible to upload your writing to the 

website for others to read. Alternatively, if you want any feedback, feel free to 

send me any typed work or a photo of any written work and I will endeavour to 

email positive feedback back to you within 24 hours. It is not an expectation 

for work to be submitted though. This website is updated daily. 

 Have you ever wondered what 

causes the waves in the ocean? 

Sometimes in life, things are not 

as they seem. Below is a story 

starter related to the picture on the 

left. 

 Footsteps could be heard in 
the distance. Not careful, quiet 
footsteps, like those someone like 
you might make as you move 
about your living room. No. These 
footsteps were different: they 
shook the very earth with every 
colossal stride. He was coming… 

Can you: 

 Continue the story write cohesive paragraphs about what happened next. 

 Write a character description for ‘he’. 

 As an additional task, can you draw a picture of the thing responsible for 
these enormous footsteps? 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://twitter.com/heypobble&psig=AOvVaw1lb6zgafmOLXBZ3vMq8pHp&ust=1587070759703000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIjKwrmp6-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://deadline.com/2018/12/extra-goes-wider-on-fox-stations-leaving-longtime-nbc-home-1202521552/&psig=AOvVaw384T2BI68GLrIlyIcZwx8h&ust=1587069102338000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJCPsaSj6-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD

